



Find someone who...


Go around and interview all your classmates. Find as many people as you can who fit these descriptions, and write down their names. For each item, find out details � when, where, what, why? 

1. Speaks a foreign language besides English.							

2. Has travelled abroad sometime in the past five years. 					

3. Has done volunteer work.									

4. Has participated in an extreme sport  							
	(like bungee jumping, sky diving, or other dangerous sports).

5. Has held a part-time job.									

6. Took part in a demonstration.								

7. Did absolutely nothing but sleep during the break.						

8. Can cook well. 										

9. Knows how to create web pages.								

10. Comes from another country or another planet.						

11. Can play a musical instrument.								

12. Likes Star Trek or X-Files.								
	
13. Someone who has studied English the longest time						

14. Someone who has appeared on T.V.								

15. Someone who has swum in more than two oceans of the world					 	
16. Someone who has been to Disneyland or Disneyworld						

17. Someone who has been to Europe								
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Find out who...


	Go around the class and ask your classmates questions to find out which people fit the following descriptions.

1. Someone who has studied English the longest time					
2. Someone who has studied English the shortest time					
3. Someone who has known how to drive the longest					
4. Someone who has driven the shortest amount of time					
5. Someone who has worn glasses the longest						
6. Someone who has worn glasses the shortest time						
7. Someone who has appeared on T.V.							
8. Someone who has eaten tacos								
9. Someone who has swum in more than two oceans of the world				
10. Someone who has been to Disneyland or Disneyworld					
11. Someone who has been to Paris								
12. Someone who has not played soccer.							

Practical English






Sharing about your past


Interview a classmate about what s/he did in his/her past; s/he will also interview you. You can use the simple past, past habitual ("used to"), and other tenses in your questions and answers. 


� earliest childhood memory 



� played 			 when you were a child



� when you were younger, you wanted to be 		 when you grew up



� favorite TV program as a child



� something you were punished for as a child



� best subject in school when you were young



� used to 			 in middle school (junior high)



� used to 		 in the first semester of college / last semester of high school
	








When was the last time you...?



Interview your classmate(s) and find out when they last did these things.


1. fried an egg

2. went to a movie theater

3. took a trip

4. ate pizza

5. visited a friend in the hospital

6. went to a disco

7. received a letter

8. talked to a dog

9. fell asleep while reading

10. went to a zoo

11. had a nightmare or bad dream

12. broke something









When was the last time you...?


Interview your classmate(s) and find out when they last did these things.


1. read a book

2. played cards

3. took a photograph

4. wrote a letter

5. ate breakfast in a restaurant

6. held hands with someone

7. went to the dentist

8. used a hammer

9. had a haircut

10. gave someone flowers

11. told a lie

12. made a long distance phone call to another country
